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Teachers Pet
Cricket is looking forward to fourth grade. She is sure she will be the teacher's pet again. But Cricket is no longer the smartest student in
class--not since Zoe Mitchell moved to town. Zoe wants to be friends, but can Cricket make friends with the competition?
"Her feet, lovingly tanned by last holiday's sun, were delicate without being little and girly, proudly showing the tenderly, meandering veins on
their backs. Her toes were beautiful; joy, sheer energy, and a tiny little bit of sweat had imprinted small, dark dimples into the inner sole of the
silver sandals, which her toes filled with delight."Buckle up, Footboy: Lala Idrisse, the European foot fetish sensation is here to take you on a
daring ride into your own little schoolboy-gets-enslaved-by-mature-teacher fantasies.A must read for submissive foot fetishists with a taste for
gentle BDSM!
THE PET WAR is a hilarious story about the timeless battles of dog vs. cat, brother vs. sister, know-it-all vs. know-nothing. Eleven-year-old
Otto wants a dog. His twelve-year-old perfect sister, Lexi, wants a cat. Their mother, who works very long hours as a nurse, wants neither. Pets
are expensive so who's going to pay for everything? And what happens to the pet when the siblings are at their dad's for the weekend? Otto has
an idea. What if he got a job and earned enough money to pay for the dog? Then Lexi has to open her big mouth. She proposes that whichever
sibling can raise enough money first will decide which pet they get. Oddly enough, their mom and dad agree. With Otto and Lexi each out to
defeat the other, their business plans become more elaborate and involved. As the competition gets fiercer, the stakes get higher, and the battle
lines have been drawn, so let the Pet War begin. . . .
Belle teaches Chip to read, Ariel teaches music, Tiana teaches cooking, and the other Disney princesses teach their special skills to their
friends.
Love Masquerade\Forbidden Fantasy\Teachers Pet
Inspiring & Motivating Teachers
Steamy Paranormal Reverse Harem

As a growing menagerie takes over Miss Fry’s classroom, students of all species fall headover-tails for their ever-patient teacher in Dayle Ann Dodds’s funny story, illustrated
with lively flair by Marylin Hafner.
Kate will do anything to be the teacher’s pet An aspiring horror writer, Kate likes a
little scare. When offered a spot at an exclusive weeklong writing conference, she jumps
at the chance to go. After all, it’s taught by William Drewe, the master of horror
himself. But strangely, when Kate arrives, William Drewe is nowhere to be found. Filling
in for him is his brother, Gideon, whose assignments give Kate the thrills she seeks.
With a teacher like this, she’ll get all the material she needs to become a bestselling
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author . . . if she survives. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Richie
Tankersley Cusick including rare photos and never-before-seen documents from the author’s
personal collection.
Problems erupt between the twins when Elizabeth and Jessica Wakefield compete to perform
a solo at the upcoming ballet recital, and Jessica becomes jealous of their teacher's
favoritism toward her sister.
This sexy alpha intends to teach his mate a few lessons about local wildlife... Alicia
Simmons rarely lets anyone get too close. So crushing on a hot wildlife expert via
videochats in her classroom is completely safe. The long-distance flirtation means no
expectations-and no expectations means no disappointment...or hurt. And when Ranger tells
her he's visiting her neck of the woods, spending a few days-and nights-with him doesn't
sound too dangerous, either. Sure, when the fling is over, she'll have to pick up the
pieces of her heart. But at least he'll be safe from the beast inside her. Except Travis
Ranger isn't coming for a fling. He's coming for Alicia. And he's got a lot to show the
shy science teacher...starting with a lesson about what happens when a wolf finally gets
his claws on the woman he's waited far too long to claim. And no matter how hard she
tries to push him away, he's never going to let her go. Because Alicia thinks she's a
beast? His shy little teacher hasn't seen anything yet...
Teachers' Pets
Teacher's Pet #7
English Edition
This hilarious tale by debut picturebook author Anica Mrose Rissi, brilliantly illustrated by Zachariah OHora, will keep kids
giggling page after page as the class comes together to solve one BIG problem. When their class tadpoles are big enough,
Mr. Stricter tells his students they can keep just one. The class chooses Bruno, the smallest of the bunch. But Bruno doesn't
stay that way for long. Soon, he's grown into a giant, classroom-wrecking creature: he eats desks, he farts for show-and-tell,
and he sneezes slime all over everything! With Mr. Stricter blinded by love for the pet, the students must step up and take
matters into their own heroic hands.
Martha, the talking dog, becomes a teacher when she fills in as a substitute in Mrs. Clusky's class, and after eating some
Mexican alphabet soup, helps Alice with her Spanish homework.
Ginger tries to be good, but it's not easy when your mum puts cat food in your breakfast bowl and the school principal is
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trying to kill your best friend. A funny and exciting story about a kid who's allergic to cats - and possibly her family as well.
A back-to-school assignment has Willa scrambling in this seventh book of a chapter book series inspired by Marguerite
Henry’s Misty of Chincoteague. Willa just started school again and everyone in her class has come up with clever ideas for
their back-to-school projects. Even her best friends Lena and Sarah are preparing something different: a Double-Dutch
demonstration. At first Willa thinks her father’s fabulous raspberry torte will be perfect, but at the last minute, the
raspberries don’t cooperate! Just in the nick of time she realizes the best idea is in her own barnyard: Starbuck! She’ll show
her class how to groom him, something she’s an expert at!
Teacher's Pet (Veiled World)
What Happened to the Teacher’s Pet?
The Pet War

Fifty-year-old science teacher Dale Portwit believes that the peak of his life has come and gone. A failed suicide, a food
fetishist, so isolated that the Best Man at his wedding is a framed photograph of his former mailman, Mr. Portwit resolves
to live entirely for the moment, to speak his mind at each turn no matter what the consequences. He sets his sights upon
Mary Ann Tucker, Elkhart Elementary's plump, accommodating third-grade teacher. Their whirlwind courtship leads to
wedding bands, a house in the suburbs, and an indulgent sex life -- so why aren't they happy? Perhaps a little revenge is
just what this marriage needs. Decidedly odd, yet also oddly moving, Revenge of the Teacher's Pet is a skillful mix of
comedy, poignancy, love, memory, obesity, top-ten lists, fish, and murder.
Join Mercer Mayer's classic and loveable character, Little Critter®, as he sets out on a new adventure in this brand-new
My First I Can Read storybook! Little Critter is not too happy when a new student gets special treatment. But when the
teacher's pet shows that she's a team player, Little Critter and his classmates discover that they've made a great new
friend. With fun illustrations and simple text, Mercer Mayer's Little Critter stories are perfect for developing readers. I Can
Read books are designed to encourage a love of reading. My First I Can Read books are perfect for shared reading with a
child.
Sophie's new teacher is having some bad luck - first her house is broken into, and then the school! But this is a robbery
with a difference - the thieves don't steal anything! Super Spy Dog LARA has an A* in catching criminals . . . can she
solve the mystery of the break-ins before the baddies strike again? With her pups Spud and Star by her side, it's LARA to
the rescue!
Tom takes his hamster, Gizmo, to school for Show and Tell. But his teacher, Mr Hanson, is allergic to hamsters! When Mr
Hanson sneezes, the strangest thing happens...
Teacher’s Pets
Love In Bloom
Time-Savers for All Reasons and Seasons
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Join Belle, Tiana, and the rest of the Disney princesses as they teach their friends how
to read, cook, swim, and more! Based on the beloved Disney films Beauty and the Beast,
The Princess and the Frog, The Little Mermaid, and more, this Step 2 reader will have
girls ages 4 to 6 eager to be the teacher’s pet.
In this romantic collection, three popular Arabesque authors contribute Valentine's Day
stories, celebrating first love, second chances and promises fulfilled.
Gerry is asked to be the flower girl in Aunt Sue's wedding, and she couldn't be more
excited. Her imagination runs wild with thoughts of extravagant decorations, a billowy
white gown, and hundreds of guests. When she finds out the bride prefers a small
celebration, Gerry can't help but be disappointed... but she soon realizes that having
the wedding in her own backyard will let her put her creative stamp on everything. Even
when disaster strikes in the form of rain on the big day, Gerry finds a way to bring
sunshine to the party, reminding everyone that the most important thing at a wedding is
the most special sparkle of all - happiness and love. Christine Davenier's whimsically
elegant illustrations include lush garden scenes and plenty of wedding flowers in this
spirited follow-up to The Very Fairy Princess and The Very Fairy Princess Takes the Stage
from the renowned mother-daughter team.
David's clumsy and lovable dog Goliath helps him get out of trouble with a seemingly mean
math teacher and saves the teacher's job at the same time.
Aiden Abet, Teacher's Pet
Jake Drake, Teacher's Pet
The Very Fairy Princess: Here Comes the Flower Girl!
Jake remembers the terrible days in third grade when everybody thought he was the
teachers' pet.
Worm is all about having fun, respecting the earth, and never taking baths. Many children
will relate to this funny character! In Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet, Worm makes a
surprising discovery—teachers have birthdays. That means Worm and his friends have to
find the perfect present for their teacher, Mrs. Mulch. Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet is
a Level One I Can Read book, which means it is perfect for kids learning to sound out
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words and sentences.
Black cat Salem falls asleep in Sabrina's knapsack and inadvertently accompanies her to
high school, which he enjoys until they are accidentally separated, and the feline must
find Sabrina or a new home.
‘He manipulated me by making me feel special ... then duped me into thinking I was to
blame.’ Hayley was just 12 when she met Mr Willson, the new drama teacher at her school.
Good looking and charismatic, he was classic schoolgirl-crush material. Hayley was
flattered by the attention he gave her, and he soon befriended her parents. Little did
they know they were all being groomed. Hayley allowed Mr Willson to do unspeakable things
to her, and after the relationship ended it took almost 20 years of guilt and crippling
self-esteem issues before a complete breakdown prompted her to tell her parents, and they
went with her to the police. This is the shocking true story of a schoolgirl groomed by
her teacher, and her courageous journey to heal the wrongs of her past.
(White Early Reader)
All the Teacher's Pet Beasts
Diary of a Worm: Teacher's Pet
The Brewster Triplets are back to school -- and up to new hijinks -- in this hilarious new story from
Jennifer Ziegler! The Brewster triplets have this whole school year figured out. They'll share notes and
books and help plan their big sister's wedding, and they're all going to be on color guard. Smooth sailing
through the seventh grade.Only nothing goes right. They're accidentally on cheer squad, of all things.
And the sisters are split into different classes--which Darby is failing because of her terrible participation
grade. Meanwhile, Delaney really likes cheerleading and doesn't want just go along with what Dawn
wants this time, especially on her cheering crusade. Can the triplets take turns pretending to be Darby,
plan a shower for their beloved big sister, and stay out of the trouble Dawn keeps getting them into? And
more importantly, can they do it without being split up for good? Three times the teacher's pets means
three times the school shenanigans in this fun Brewster Triplets romp from Jennifer Ziegler.
Magic and Monsters Incredible truths are revealed about the greater world outside the academy. Remi is
at the heart of it all.
What Happened to the Teacher’s Pet? was written as an inspirational tool to motivate teachers to teach
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from a perspective of passion for overall student success. Too often, society is allowed to dictate the
“state of our students” and cast blame for substandard performance and failure onto the students, their
choices, or their abilities. This book addresses the concept of that attitude which actually does reflect
leadership. It points out the truth that lies behind our students’ so-called problems and discredits some
typically misguided reasons why students cannot or will not learn. All in all, this book is dedicated to
encourage teachers to teach like they mean it and believe in themselves.
The last time my teacher laid a hand on me, he almost killed me. I can't believe I married that fuc… I
mean, my college professor. You think this sh*t we blandly call domestic abuse doesn't happen to
someone like me, a nerd smart enough to get her PhD in her twenties and becomes a professor herself.
Well, it does. But don't you dare feel sorry for me. The monster is behind bars for now, and I've moved to
Forest Grove, Oregon to start fresh. Where the worst is already over. Where it's safe from monsters.
Right? WRONG. Forest Grove is swarming with...danger. The kind you only read about in paranormal
romance books. I'm talking vampires, shifters like wolves, huge wolves that come in twins, and many
more. P.S. They are NOT smoking as hell beasts who swoon and fall in love with you forever like they tell
you in those reads. Well, the smoking as hell part, yes...of course...how else will they mess with your
head...but not the second part. And each beast thinks they have some sort of claim on me. What the hell?
Now that my monster of a husband is on the loose, sending me notes, threatening me to go back to him,
and the sizzling beasts in my class want a piece of me, LITERALLY, I'm terrified and lost. If I go back to
the monster I know, at least, I'll still be human, even for a short while before his next rage kills me. If I
surrender to the beasts and become their mate, I'll live forever protected as a beast myself without a
soul. Survival 101 doesn't even begin to prepare you for this. What would you do? HELP! This is a
350-page standalone that got a sequel, All the Teacher's Little Belles, based on readers' requests. No
cliffhangers though. This book is a black comedy with INSTA LOVE, swoony characters and a traumatized
unreliable main female character. If that's not your thing, download All the Teacher's Bad Boys instead
lol. You like vampires, shifters, monsters, twins and dark stories with extra humor, this paranormal why
choose romance is definitely for you. Get your copy now. Because you have to.
Teacher's Pet Wolf
Academy of Shifters
A Love Story
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An intricately woven novel of suspense from the bestselling author of The Devil’s Advocate Mr. Lucy is just the kind of teacher the
children of Centreville needed. He’s sharp, understanding, always ready to help out. A man like that inspires respect in his
students. And he gets great results; it was really quite astonishing when the children brought home straight-A report cards. All the
parents were so proud. It was even more astonishing to see how they began to resemble Mr. Lucy. And act like Mr. Lucy. And kill
like Mr. Lucy . . . Praised by V.C. Andrews as “a master of psychological thrillers,” Andrew Neiderman teaches a master class in
suspense in this brilliantly textured novel.
Maggie's still getting used to middle school. One of her teachers is, too - Mr. Carlson, her new science teacher, is blind, and is
working with a guide dog for the first time. Scout is a love of a German shepherd and really wants to do his job, but Maggie can tell
that Mr. Carlson's still having a hard time. Maybe she can help. . . .
Vol. 2.
A deliciously dark and laugh-out-loud comedy from one of the fastest-rising stars of the children's book world.Aidan Abet knows
the key to surviving at school
it's making himself indispensable to the teacher. Unfortunately there's something distinctly odd
about new teacher Miss Vowel and her menagerie of animals. It almost seems that the animals are warn Aidan of danger
Should Aidan help the animals, or is his dedication to teacher-pleasing just too ingrained? Hilarious schoolyard antics with a touch
of magic and a fantastic twist come together to make this a sure-fire middle grade winner by a top author.
Martha Speaks: Teacher's Pet
Little Critter: Just a Teacher's Pet
Merchant Vessels of the United States

Things are going great for Ellie--she's acing her math tests and is looking forward to the school dance. But when a
classmate starts posting mean messages about her online, Ellie feels embarrassed and isolated. Before long, even
more kids at school have joined in on cyberbullying Ellie. How will she regain her confidence and confront her bully
without losing her friends?
In a first episode of a new series, Neil Parker, whose family owns the King Street Kennels, is determined to train
Dottya very disobedient Dalmationand convince her owners to take her back. Original.
Chinese edition of "Teacher's Pet." Ginger's cat foils the assistant principle's plot of taking over the principle's
position.
Revenge of the Teacher's Pet
Teachers' Pets (Disney Princess)
Revenge of the Teacher's Pets
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